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Children with autism battle to make friends and navigate social circumstances. However, one young child can make a
big change in the life of a child with autism by providing compassion, understanding and friendship. You have autism,
the other does not.P>P>< The story of their romantic relationship provides practical types of steps to make such a
friendship work. It will help children see that their peers with autism can make a fun, legitimate contribution to
friendship.< Since We're Friends is about two boys. From the publisher:<BR> Since We're Friends will charm to family
members, friends, teachers, therapists, doctors, neighbors, and anyone who seeks to learn and understand even more
about kids with autism. Nevertheless, most children with autism are much less severe. The handful of autism children's
books available represents the most severe cases of autism. One atlanta divorce attorneys 150 children is currently
living with this pervasive developmental disorder. These misunderstood children struggle in social circumstances and
have difficulty acquiring buddies. The prevalence of autism provides skyrocketed in recent years. Celeste Shally is also
the writer of The Bully Blockers: Standing Up for Classmates with Autism.
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Great book! Classmates acceptance of a "different child" I bought this book with the hope that the children in my own
son's class would have a small knowledge of why he was different. I go through it to my son's class (my son can be on
the spectrum) and I burst out crying in front of all those children, whoops! I don't believe I should have examine it!
Makes a whole lot of sense.! Pretty accurate My son was just starting to notice that his friend w autism is certainly a
little different.? It is an excellent book but it's like a dream to possess your spectrum child socialize, so that it was
highly emotional for me personally to read this! Great book, but made me cry! It has helped them in a simple way to
accept that he is different and that his behaviour isn't because he doesn't like them. They accept just how he acts and
in fact tell other children at school to simply accept him because his 'human brain' is different. One child thought my
child was bullying him due to the way he spoke to the kid in the playground. Actually this particular kid didn't desire to
come to school anymore due to my son. My daughter's teacher lent me this publication and I wish to have my own copy
to share with her teachers now that she actually is in kindergarten because I think it is useful as a teaching help but to
spend that cost is outrageous! Cute book We really like this book. Thank you so very much for putting a kid with
Autisim's complications in that lovely book. It has helped my boy be approved for who he is in his college. My son was
attempting in his way to make friends but the various other boy didn't understand. It has cute photos and is easy to
learn and understand. practical and very useful in class We found this book to be a great resource for parents, friends
and teachers.?It contains all the common ASD behaviors with great illustrations.Strongly suggested. I like it!? Good
picture reserve! A book on Autism Great book to greatly help class understand Autism in learners in your classroom.
Really $80? I used it to read to the course in elementary school and then asked the college students to ask questions
afterward. PRICE How come this book thus expensive? It's like 10 pages lengthy and paperback!? Autism Book for
Peers I love this book since it can help explain to peers of autistic kids that getting different is alright.It offers other
kids with just explanations of various behaviors from their perspective.?? This is a straightforward book that teaches
acceptance of others' differences. $40 USED! WHY?? The friend's mom suggested this book to greatly help him
understand the problem.? When I asked my sons instructor to allow mother of that child take the book home, the kid
understood that my child wasn't bullying him but was different and they are now close friends. I would rather write my
own book!
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